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days later by a compromise, in which Russia promised not
to occupy Constantinople and Gallipoli, and England prom-
ised not to land troops on either the European or Asiatic
coast of the Dardanelles.15
By the time the preliminary peace between Russia and
Turkey was signed at San Stefano on March 3, iSyS,16 the
diplomatic line-up had changed to Russia's disadvantage.
Austria-Hungary had definitely become fearful of excessive
Russian ambitions and increasingly inclined to side with
Great Britain in the latter's effort to check Russia. In view
of Turkey's defeat, there was no prospect, short of war, of
preventing the alteration, to a greater or a less extent, of the
status quo in the Balkans which Russia sought to bring about.
The objective of diplomatic activity shifted, therefore, to
off-setting Russian dominance in that region. Thus, both
Great Britain and Germany lent a sympathetic ear to hints
from Vienna that occupation of some Balkan provinces of
European Turkey by Austria-Hungary might effectively
counterbalance enhanced Russian prestige in the peninsula.
Meanwhile, preparations were made for a conference of
the Powers, which Austria first invited to Vienna but later
consented to have meet at Berlin. The terms of the Treaty
of San Stefano were examined in lengthy despatches ex-
changed between the various courts. While the provision
relating to the Straits, inserted in the treaty, was innocuous
enough,17 the obvious intent of Russia to gain a foothold in
^Sessional Papers, 1878, Vol. 81, Turkey #17.
16	For text, see British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 69, p. 732;
Sessional Papers,  1878, Vol. 83, Turkey #22;  United States Foreign
Relations, 1878, p. 866,
17	Art. 24 provided that the Straits shall remain open, both in time
of peace and in war, to neutral merchant ships going to and coming
from Russian  (Black Sea)  ports, and that Turkey will not establish
fictitious blockades against Russian ports in the Black Sea and the Sea

